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CHAPTER RD ROADSTER DIVISION 

SUBCHAPTER RD-1 GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS 

RD101 Eligibility  

1. Roadster Horses: In order to compete all horses must be a Standardbred or Standardbred type. Roadster 
Ponies are not permitted to compete in Roadster Horse classes.  
a. All horses competing in Federation Licensed Competitions must be properly identified and must obtain a 

Roadster Horse Identification number from the American Road Horse and Pony Association (ARHPA). An 
ARHPA Roadster Horse ID number for each horse must be entered on all entry forms for licensed 
competitions.  

b. Only one unique ARHPA Roadster Horse ID Number will be issued per horse. This unique ID number 
must subsequently remain with the horse throughout its career. Anyone knowingly applying for a 
duplicate ID Number for an individual horse may be subject to disciplinary action.  

c. The Federation and/or ARHPA as applicable must be notified of any change of ownership and/or 
competition name of the horse. Owners are requested to notify the Federation and/or ARHPA as 
applicable of corrections to previously submitted information, e.g., names, addresses, breed registration, 
pedigree, or markings.  

d. The ARHPA Roadster Horse ID application is available from the ARHPA or the Federation office, or it can 
be downloaded from the ARHPA or Federation website or completed in the competition office. 
Competition management is responsible for notifying exhibitors of this requirement in their prize list.  

2. Roadster Ponies: Registration is not required for ponies competing in the Roadster division. Ponies may not 
be shown in a performance class unless the owner possesses a current Measurement Card or valid 
Measurement Form issued by the Federation (see GR502). All Roadster Ponies must be re-measured and 
issued new measurement cards prior to competing in licensed competitions for the year 2004 and beyond.  

3. Membership Requirements. 
a. Owners and trainers of roadster ponies participating at Federation Licensed Competitions in the Roadster 

Division must be current members in good standing with either the American Road Horse and Pony 
Association or the American Hackney Horse Society. 

b. Owners, riders, drivers, and trainers of horses participating at Federation Licensed Competitions in the 
Roadster Division must be current members in good standing with the American Road Horse and Pony 
Association. 

c. Originals or copies of the above listed membership cards must be provided to the competition unless at 
its discretion the membership can be confirmed electronically with either the AHHS or the ARHPA office. 

d. Lessees are considered owners in connection with these membership requirements. In the event of an 
entry under multiple ownership, only one owner need be a member of the required organization.  

RD102 Type and Conformation  

1. The Roadster should be attractive in appearance, balanced in conformation, and must have manners which 
make a safe risk in the ring.  

2. The roadster horse should have the look of a refined race horse. The roadster should have a refined head 
with a broad forehead, large nostrils and shallow mouth. It should have smart well placed ears and a fine 
throat latch.  Neck is fine but muscular and show depth through the chest. The roadster should be a good full 
made horse with refined solid legs, powerful shoulder and hindquarters. The roadster should have a full mane 
and tail and may be of any color.  Tail should be carried outright while performing.  

3. There are three types of Roadsters for competition-those suitable for bike, under saddle, and road wagon. 
Occasionally there are horses or ponies that are suitable for all purposes.  
a. Bike: Roadsters in the Bike sections are able to strongly perform three distinct speeds at the trot while 

maintaining their form and have the look of a refined race horse or pony. 
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b. Under Saddle: Horses competing under saddle should be pretty and have the natural ability to carry their 
head high. 

c. Wagon: Usually the Wagon Roadster will have more scale and height than the Bike Roadster. Roadsters 
in the Wagon sections must have the strength to comfortably pull a wagon without losing form. Typical 
Roadsters in the Wagon sections are good looking horses or ponies that complement the appointments of 
the wagons.  

RD103 Soundness and Welfare 

1. Horses and ponies must be serviceably sound. 
2. Shoeing- to be directed to improving the comfort, balance, and soundness of the horse. Labored way of going 

due to shoeing to be penalized. 
a. Pads and wedges- are permitted to protect the feet and limbs from the impact of the horse’s natural gait, 

and maintain the integrity of the hoof wall.  
b. Bands- protective hoof bands are permitted to protect the integrity of the hoof and prevent the loss of a 

shoe resulting in trauma to the hoof. 
3. No horse may compete in a class in the Roadster Division with any chemical or other irritant of any kind 

present to alter the horse’s tail carriage. 
4. Horses showing signs of inhumane treatment will be eliminated from competition. See GR838. 

RD104 Gait Requirements 

1. The principal gait assignment for Roadsters is the trot. They shall be asked to trot at three different speeds; 
the jog-trot, the Road Gait, and then at full speed. At all speeds they should work in form; that is their chins 
set and their legs working beneath them, going collectedly. At the trot a horse whose action features folding of 
the knees, flexing of hocks, with straight true action of front legs and with hocks carried close together and 
with motions coordinated, is executing a balanced trot. Long sprawling action in front, dragging or trailing hind 
legs and straddle gaited action behind makes a balanced trot impossible.  

2. Animation, brilliance, and competition ring presence should characterize the Roadster in working at a jog-trot 
or Road Gait.  

3. When asked to drive on, the horse must show speed and go in form.  
4. Labored way of going, pacey gaited or mixey gaited horses that pace and rack the turns or break and run on 

the turns shall be penalized.  
5. Judges must emphasize that Roadsters are to be shown at three distinct speeds. Exhibitors executing gaits 

not called for must be penalized.  

SUBCHAPTER RD-2 SHOWING PROCEDURES 

RD105 General 

1. Roadsters must enter the ring clockwise at a jog-trot then show at the Road Gait; turn counter clockwise at 
the jog-trot, show at the Road Gait and then trot at speed. Judges must emphasize that Roadsters are to be 
shown at three distinct speeds.  

2. In Roadster horse and pony performance classes when the judge calls for the line up, exhibitors must 
continue in a counter-clockwise direction to bring their entries to the line up. Judge(s) shall penalize entries 
that do not comply. 

3. It is very important to emphasize that Roadster horses must trot solidly down the straight away as well as 
around the turns. Horses must be shown on the rail at all times except when passing and should go to the far 
end of every corner without side reining; should be light mouthed, capable of being taken up at any time, and 
stand well when being judged in the center of the ring. Any horse not in compliance, that is determined by the 
judge (s) to be a safety risk must be excused.  
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4. Any driver, rider, horse or pony in the Roadster division exhibiting inappropriate or dangerous behavior or 
whose actions would in any way threaten the safety of any other exhibitor, their entries, or the safety of class 
officials must be immediately eliminated from the class by the judge. When eliminating a driver, rider, horse, 
or pony due to inappropriate or dangerous behavior, the judge must call the class to a stop and excuse the 
relevant driver, rider, horse, or pony from the ring. Once the eliminated driver, rider, horse, or pony has exited 
the ring, the judge may resume the class. When showing a Roadster to Bike or Wagon, the driver must sit on 
the inside of the seat and hold the bight end of the reins in hand.  When showing to the bike, both feet must 
remain in the stirrups while showing, except for while standing in the lineup. Any driver who fails to comply 
with the above will be considered to be exhibiting dangerous behavior as described above and must 
immediately be eliminated from the class by the judge. It is the judge’s responsibility to ensure that safety 
requirements are followed at all times.  

5. Performance at all three gaits must be judged. In the event of a workout, it will be judged as a separate class 
and horses must be tied for placings being considered in that workout. Workouts may be called for by the 
judge(s) for any or all placings. All horses chosen for a workout must be worked both ways of the ring at all 
gaits listed in the class specifications.  An exhibitor choosing to not complete the workout for any reason, 
including broken tack, a horse becomes uncheck, loss of shoe, or concern for the welfare of the horse, has 
the option of lining up and receiving the last ribbon awarded in the workout. If two or more horses retire from a 
workout, these entries will be placed in reverse order of retirement. In the event of a simultaneous withdrawal 
of a workout, the placings will go to the fall of the cards. An exhibitor is entitled to request only one five-minute 
time out per class, including workout. (See GR833).   

6. When horses are lined up, no attendant is permitted and driver shall not leave their vehicle except for 
necessary adjustments. The driver may, however, uncheck and stand at horse’s head when left in the center 
of the ring while a part of the class is on the rail for a workout. During the line-up, headers are permitted in 
Amateur and Youth Road Horse Classes. The header must not touch the entry except for safety reasons. 
During a workout the header may uncheck and hold the entry. However, when the workout is over the horse 
must be rechecked and the attendant must move away from the horse. The attendant must take no action 
that would affect the performance of any animal.  

7. An exhibitor is entitled to request only one time-out per class. (See GR833). 
8. Championships. Championship classes are judged in the same manner as the qualifying classes. Saddle 

classes do not qualify a horse for Bike or Wagon Championships. Wagon classes will qualify for a Bike Stake 
if a Wagon Stake is not offered. In Amateur Championships, to bike or wagon, if qualifying classes are offered 
the horse must have been qualified by an Amateur in one other Amateur Bike or Wagon Class. Exception: 
Lady Amateurs may qualify for the Amateur Championship if they enter and show in a Ladies bike or wagon 
class.  

9. In the Roadster Division a class is considered completed when the class has been judged according to the 
rules and the judges have turned in their cards. In qualifying classes the judge’s cards must be turned in 
before an entry is qualified to show in the Championship class.   
Effective 04/01/24 

RD106 Appointments Classes 

1. Entries shall be shown to a Road Wagon. They shall be well mannered with extreme brilliance, style, and ring 
presence. Outstanding conformation and quality are required. A bold and classy trot with action is to be 
shown at all gaits when requested. Entries should be well broken and mannered when lined up for judging. 

2. Required appointments will include the following items: rasp, scrapper, hoof pick, screwdriver, farrier’s knife, 
farrier’s hammer, knife, goggles, matches, washers, spool wire, wrench, wire pliers, nippers, punch, oil can, 
horse shoes, horse shoe nails, blanket pins, whisk broom, flask, cooler, halter, rain coat/cover, curry comb, 
brush, lead strap, clock, and light. Protective headgear may be worn without penalty. (See GR801.4) 

RD107 Appointments 

1. Harness.  
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a. Blinkers of square pattern, snaffle bit and attached overcheck-rein (check bit optional); breast collar with 
straight-flaps, with traces made round with flat ends; (for pairs, collars of the English pattern are used); 
martingale are required. Breechings must be used in all Wagon classes.Protective boots on front feet are 
allowed.  

b. In Roadster Horse to Bike and Roadster Horse to Wagon classes (not Roadster Pony classes) the 
overcheck must remain attached to the water hook until class is tied.  In the event that the check breaks 
or comes off, the entry must use a timeout in accordance with GR833 to reattach the check.  If the check 
breaks or comes off a second time the horse must not be allowed to continue performing unchecked and 
must be excused from the ring by the judge(s). If a horse is excused under these circumstances they will 
be qualified for the championship in accordance with GR809.3.  

2. Vehicles. Roadsters shall be shown to a Bike, Road Wagon or Buggy of Caffrey style. All vehicles should be 
of good appearance and stability. Horse Bikes must be of standard size of at least 48” width with a double 
seat. If the judge deems the vehicle to be unsafe, the entry must be excused from the ring by the judge(s). If 
the entry is excused under these circumstances they will be qualified for the championship in accordance with 
the procedure outlined in GR809.3 Performance Championships. In order to compete in the championship, 
the vehicle must be compliant with the rules.   

3. Attire.  
a. In Bike or Under Saddle classes, exhibitor shall wear Roadster Silks, cap (or protective headgear, see 

RD107.4) and jacket to match. Exhibitor numbers must be on the driver’s/rider’s back.  
b. In Road Wagon classes exhibitors shall wear a business suit with a hat of choice. The exhibitor’s number 

must be worn on the back of the driver.  
c. Electronic communication devices used for purposes of coaching, etc., between competitors and 

individuals outside the ring shall be prohibited in all classes in the Roadster Division.  
1. Exhibitors with a permanent hearing impairment are permitted to use an electronic communication 

device upon submission of a written certification from a treating medical professional‘s office certifying 
the permanent hearing impairment and certifying the requirement of an electronic communication 
device.  The medical certification must be provided to the competition Steward within a reasonable 
time prior to competing who shall attach a copy to the Steward report. 

d. An exhibitor with a disability (other than hearing) will be provided reasonable accommodation upon 
submission of a written certification from a treating medical professional‘s office certifying the disability 
and identifying the accommodation necessary for the exhibitor to compete safely. The medical 
certification must be provided to the competition Steward within a reasonable time prior to competing who 
shall attach a copy to the Steward report.  

4. Except as may otherwise be mandated by local law, protective headgear is strongly recommended for 
everyone showing in any class in the Roadster Division as outlined in GR801.4, .7 and .8. Except as may 
otherwise be mandated by local law, while riding or driving anywhere on the competition grounds, all juniors 
riding or driving in Roadster to Bike or Roadster Under Saddle classes must wear properly fitting protective 
headgear, as specified in GR801. Harness must be secured and properly fitted. A matching cover may be 
worn over the protective headgear or the protective headgear may be painted in matching Roadster Silks.  

5. Horses and ponies shall not be shown in/with artificial appliances.  Exception:  Artificial appliances listed 
within the RD Chapter as acceptable. 

6. Shackles, draw reins, kicking strap, German martingale, or other training devices are prohibited in the 
competition ring.  

7. The use of leather straps without appendages of any kind are permitted as action devices in warm up areas 
on the competition grounds during or before a competition. Rubber or elastic exercising devices attached with 
a fixed ring on a plain leather strap are permitted. A wool or fleece protective covering is permitted. The use of 
elastic straps/devices attached to any part of the harness/bridle is prohibited. See also GR839.4h. The use of 
chains or rollers as action devices on the competition grounds during or before a competition is prohibited.  

8. Inconspicuously applied hair in the tail is permitted.  
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RD108 Division of Classes 

1. If there are more than ten(10) entries in any Road Horse class it must be split. (Exception: Road Horses 
under saddle class must be split if there are more than 12 entries.)  

2. If there are more than 15 entries in any Road Pony class, it must be split. It is recommended that the class be 
divided into separate sections by selecting every other number on the list of entries with separate prize 
money.  

3. It is recommended that classes for junior exhibitors be divided by age of driver and a Junior Exhibitor 
Championship be offered.  

4. Exhibitors who fail to officially scratch an entry from a class two hours prior to the start of a session that is 
subsequently divided will be fined an amount not to exceed $100 per horse per class payable to the 
competition. Notification of intent to divide must be made to exhibitors one hour prior to the start of the 
session. The division of entries must be posted in the competition office and announced over the public 
address system or listed in the program. 

5. Total prize money may be divided and the notification of the division must be publicly announced at least one 
hour prior to the start of the session.  

SUBCHAPTER RD-3 CLASS SPECIFICATIONS 

RD109 General 

1. Stallions are prohibited in Ladies, Youth, and Junior Exhibitor classes. Classes may be divided according to 
sex.  

2. In Roadster Horse classes, if no Youth Amateur qualifying classes are offered, then youth amateurs 15 years 
of age or older may enter Amateur, Open, Ladies, or Gentlemen’s qualifying classes . If no Youth Amateur 
championship class is offered, then youth amateurs 15 years of age or older may enter the Amateur 
Championship. Youth Amateurs 15 years of age or older may only compete in Open Championship classes if 
no other championship is offered at that particular competition. The use of protective headgear is required of 
Youth Amateurs in these classes. (See GR801.4, .7, and .8 regarding protective headgear.)    

3. In Roadster Pony classes, if no Junior Exhibitor Championship is offered at the competition, ponies shown in 
Junior Exhibitor classes are eligible for the Amateur Championship. If an Amateur Championship is not 
offered, ponies shown in junior exhibitor classes are eligible for the Open Championship.  Junior Exhibitors 
are allowed to show in Open Roadster Pony to Wagon classes and amateur or open Roadster Pony to Bike 
classes if Junior Exhibitor or Amateur classes are not offered. The use of protective head gear is required by 
Junior Exhibitors in these classes.   

4. A maiden/novice/limit Roadster is a horse or pony that has not won one/three/six first place ribbons 
respectively at any federation licensed or non-federation competitions.  Ribbons won within one section of the 
Roadster division do not count in the reckoning of Maiden, Novice, or Limit status if the animal competes in a 
different section (e.g. Bike to Wagon, Saddle to Bike, etc.).  

5. An Amateur/Youth Novice driver and an Amateur/Youth Limit driver is a driver that has not won three first 
place ribbons for novice and six first place ribbons for limit respectively at any federation licensed or non-
federation licensed competitions.  Ribbons won within one section of the Roadster division do not count in the 
reckoning of Novice, and Limit Driver status if the driver competes in a different section.   

RD110 Roadster Horse to Bike 

1. OPEN OR OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at 
a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, and manners.  

2. AMATEUR OR AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and 
shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on manners, performance, speed, and quality. 
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3. AMATEUR/YOUTH NOVICE/LIMIT DRIVER: To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and 
show at a jog-trot, road gait and then at speed.  To be judged, on manner, performance, speed and quality.  
Classes containing more than 10 entries will be split.  See RD109.5  

4. LADIES OR LADIES CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown 
at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on manners, performance, quality, and speed. 
Suitable for and driven by a Lady.  

5. YOUTH AMATEUR. Manners for the horse will be emphasized as a major requirement to ensure safety. 
Judges must immediately excuse any horse that acts as if it may be more horse than the driver can handle. 
Protective headgear is required. See GR801.4, .7 and .8. Age of the exhibitor will be 15-21. Classes 
containing more than 10 entries will be split. Headers will be allowed for these classes. To be shown first at a 
jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on 
manners, performance, quality, and speed.  

6. YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIP. To be eligible horses must have been entered shown and judged in a qualifying 
Youth class. Manners for the horse will be emphasized as a major requirement to ensure safety. Judges must 
immediately excuse any horse that acts as if it may be more horse than the driver can handle. Protective 
headgear is required. See GR801.4, .7 and .8. Age of the exhibitor will be 15-21. Classes containing more 
than 10 entries will be split. Headers will be allowed for these classes. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road 
gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on manners, 
performance, quality, and speed.  

7. MAIDEN/NOVICE/LIMIT. (See RD109.4) To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and 
shown at a jog-trot, road gait and then at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, and manners.   

RD111 Pairs 

To be shown to Wagon first at a jog-trot, and road gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then 
at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, manners, style, and appointments.  

RD112 Roadster Horse Under Saddle 

1. To be shown under English saddle, running martingale, open bridle with snaffle bit, single or double rein. 
Protective boots are allowed on front feet.  

2. Rider to wear Roadster Silks, jacket and cap to match. Protective headgear is required for riders 15-21 years 
of age.  

3. YOUTH AND YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIP. Riders to be 15-21 years of age. To be shown first at a jog-trot and 
road gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed.  Headers will be allowed for 
these classes.  To be judged on manners, performance, quality, and speed.  Manners for the horse will be 
emphasized as a major requirement to ensure safety.  Judges must immediately excuse any horse that acts if 
it may be more horse than the rider can handle.  Protective headgear is required.  See GR801.4, .7 and .8.  

4. OPEN OR OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at 
a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, and manners.  

5. AMATEUR OR AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot, road gait, then reversed and 
shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on manners, performance, speed, and quality.  

6. ROADSTER UNDER SADDLE CHAMPIONSHIP. To be eligible horses must be entered, shown and judged 
in any other Roadster Under Saddle class in this section. To be shown first at jog-trot and road gait, then 
reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, 
and manners.  

RD113 Roadster Horse to Wagon 

1. OPEN OR OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at 
a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on performance, speed, quality, and manners.  
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2. AMATEUR OR AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP. To be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and 
shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. To be judged on manners, performance, speed, and quality.  

3. APPOINTMENT CLASS (OPEN, AMATEUR, OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP, OR AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP). To 
be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. 
To be judged on manners, performance, speed, and quality. Required appointments will include the following 
items: rasp, scrapper, hoof pick, screwdriver, farrier’s knife, farrier’s hammer, knife, goggles, matches, 
washers, spool wire, wrench, wire pliers, nippers, punch, oil can, horse shoes, horse shoe nails, blanket pins, 
whisk broom, flask, cooler, halter, rain coat/cover, curry comb, brush, lead strap, clock, and light. 

RD114 Roadster Ponies 

1. Classes for Roadster ponies to Bike are restricted to ponies 13 hands (52” and under). If entries warrant two 
sections may be offered: a) Roadster Ponies to Bike 50” and under; b) Roadster Ponies to Bike over 50” but 
not to exceed 52”. If two sections are offered, competition management may offer a championship/stake for 
each section. In Under Saddle classes and Roadster Pony to Wagon classes entries may not exceed 54”. 
Ponies may not be shown in a performance class unless the owner possesses a current Measurement Card 
or valid Measurement Form issued by the Federation (see GR502).  

2. During the line up in classes restricted to Junior Exhibitors and Amateurs, one attendant is permitted to head 
the pony. The attendant must not touch the entry except for safety reasons. During a workout the attendant 
may uncheck and hold the entry. However, when the workout is over the pony must be rechecked and the 
attendant must move away from the pony. The attendant must take no action that would affect the 
performance of any animal. 

3. Roadster Pony classes may be judged by judges licensed in the Hackney Pony Division. In all Ladies, 
Amateur, and Junior Exhibitor roadster pony classes, the judge(s) must walk the line up. If a judging panel is 
being used to officiate these classes, all judges must comply with this rule. 

4. If no Junior Exhibitor qualifying or championship classes are offered at a competition, then junior exhibitors 
may enter the Amateur or Ladies qualifying or championship classes but protective headgear is required (See 
GR801.4, .7 and .8). If an amateur championship is not offered, ponies shown in junior exhibitor classes are 
eligible for the open championship. Junior Exhibitors are allowed to show in Open Roadster Pony to Wagon 
classes and amateur or open Roaster Pony  to Bike classes if Junior Exhibitor or Amateur classes are not 
offered. The use of protective headgear is required by Junior Exhibitors in these classes.  

5. Roadster ponies shall enter the ring in a clockwise manner and be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then 
reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, and then at speed. 

6. SINGLE ROADSTER PONY, OPEN, LIMIT, NOVICE, JUNIOR (4 years old & under) TO BIKE. To be judged 
on performance, speed, presence, quality, conformation, and manners. 

7. AMATEUR TO BIKE: To be judged on manners, performance, presence, quality, and conformation. 
8. SINGLE ROADSTER PONY JUNIOR EXHIBITOR OR LADIES TO BIKE. To be judged on manners, 

presence, quality, performance, speed and conformation. 
9. SINGLE ROADSTER PONY JUNIOR EXHIBITOR, AMATEUR OR LADIES CHAMPIONSHIP TO BIKE. To 

be eligible ponies must be entered, shown by a Junior Exhibitor, Amateur or Lady and judged in any 
qualifying class having the same judging specifications. If an amateur ladies class is not offered, amateur 
ladies showing in the open ladies class will be qualified for the amateur championship. To be judged on 
manners, presence, quality, performance, speed and conformation. 

10. SINGLE ROADSTER PONY CHAMPIONSHIP TO BIKE. To be eligible ponies must be entered, shown and 
judged in another class in harness in this division. To be shown to a bike. To be judged on performance, 
speed, presence, quality, conformation and manners. 

11. JUNIOR EXHIBITOR ROADSTER PONY UNDER SADDLE (54 inches and under). To be shown under 
English saddle, running martingale, open bridle with snaffle bit, single or double rein and protective boots. 
Rider to wear stable colors, jacket and protective headgear to match. To be judged on manners, performance, 
speed, presence, quality, and conformation. Saddle classes do not qualify a pony for harness championships.  

12. SINGLE ROADSTER PONY TO WAGON (54 inches and under). To be judged on performance, speed, 
presence, quality, and conformation. Exhibitors shall wear a business suit with a hat of choice. Breeching is 
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required in all wagon classes. If no championship is offered for this class it shall be considered as a qualifying 
class for the Single Roadster Pony to Bike Championship as long as the pony qualifies under the Roadster to 
Bike height restrictions (See RD114.1). 

13. ROADSTER PONY COMBINATION. Open to Junior Exhibitors. Ponies first to be shown both directions of the 
ring as a Roadster pony to bike. Competitors will be called to the line up, ponies unhooked and saddled, then 
returned to the rail to be shown under saddle at the required gaits. Two attendants per entry are allowed to 
assist the changing of tack. If bridle is changed, harness bridle must not be removed prior to the pony being 
completely unhooked from the bike. Ponies must be shown by the same rider and driver. In both segments of 
the class, ponies to be shown first at a jog-trot and road gait, then reversed and shown at a jog-trot, road gait, 
and then at speed. Roadster Pony to Bike to be judged on suitability, manners, performance, speed, and 
quality. Roadster Pony Under Saddle to be judged on manners, performance, speed, presence, quality, and 
suitability of rider to pony.  
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